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Skechers Performance Los Angeles Marathon and Ragnar  
Seek to Quench Medal Lust with Limited Edition Double Medal 

 
The Skechers Performance Los Angeles Marathon has entered into a cross-promotional 
partnership with Ragnar, the premier overnight running road and trail series in the 
United States. The promotion will be centered on Ragnar Relay Series’ offer of an 
exclusive “double medal” to those that run both the world-renowned marathon and one 
of Ragnar’s 200-ish mile road relay races. 
 
Runners will become eligible for the double medal when they participate in any 2015 
Ragnar road race and the 2016 Skechers Performance Los Angeles Marathon held on 
February 14, 2016; or by participating in the Skechers Performance Los Angeles 
Marathon and Ragnar Relay So Cal (April 1-2), Ragnar Relay Napa Valley or Ragnar Relay 
Las Vegas next year. 
 
“We’re constantly striving to find new ways to reward athletes who exceed 
extraordinary limits,” stated Tracey Russell, Chief Executive of LA MARATHON LLC. “This 
innovative partnership allows us to send participants home with extra ‘hardware’ to 
commemorate their unforgettable experience.” 
 
The more than 100,000 runners that participate annually in Ragnar’s relays covet the 
limited edition medal series and plan their race calendars around each paired double 
medal race. Each double medal is massive, sprinkled with double entendre and adorned 
with two hefty bottle openers for finish line festivities.  
 
The collaboration with the Skechers Performance Los Angeles Marathon marks the first 
double medal featuring a race outside of the Ragnar Relay Series. 
 
“This unique partnership allows Ragnar to incentivize more marathoners to take on the 
challenge of overnight running relays,” said Chris Infurchia, CEO of Ragnar. “Completing 
both a marathon and a 200-mile relay is an amazing feat worthy of a double medal.”  
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On October 21, two designs will be revealed to the public for voting on Ragnar’s 
Facebook page to determine which medal will be produced and awarded to those 
conquering both formats.  
 
Runners can register for the Skechers Performance Los Angeles Marathon by visiting 
lamarathon.com. Runners may register for the 2016 Ragnar Relay So Cal at 
ragnarrelay.com/race/southerncalifornia. Registration for Ragnar Relay Napa and 
Ragnar Relay Las Vegas will open before the first of the year.  
 

ABOUT RAGNAR 
Based in Utah, Ragnar is the largest overnight running relay series in the United States. Traversing 
inspiring and scenic destinations around the country, these events make testing your limits a team sport. 
In the Ragnar Relay Series, teams of 12 run a 200-mile relay over two days and one night; in Ragnar Trail 
Relays, teams of 8 run a 120-mile trail relay over the same time span. The more than 100,000 runners that 
participate each year embrace their inner wild to conquer what they thought impossible; sacrifice sleep for 
unforgettable moments and cross the finish line to receive our glorious finisher medals (Relay / Trail) and 
coveted Double Medals.  
 
Co-founded in 2004 by Ragnar President, Tanner Bell, the company began as a single relay (Ragnar Relay 
Wasatch Back) from Logan to Midway, UT and has grown to include 19 Ragnar Relays and 13 Ragnar Trail 
Relays with more locations coming online every year.  
 
Engage with us on Twitter @RagnarRelay or on Facebook @TheRagnarRelaySeries and 
@RagnarTrailRelays 
 
 
ABOUT LA MARATHON LLC 
LA MARATHON LLC, a subsidiary of McCourt Global, creates world-class experiences that ignite passion in 
athletes and connect communities through the transformative power of sport. The Skechers Performance 
Los Angeles Marathon is among the largest marathons in the country with more than 26,000 participants, 
thousands of volunteers and hundreds of thousands of spectators. The “Stadium to the Sea” course, 
starting at Dodger Stadium and finishing near the Santa Monica Pier, is one of the most scenic in the 
world, taking runners on a tour of Los Angeles past every major landmark. LA MARATHON LLC will host the 
2016 Olympic Team Trials for Men’s and Women’s Marathon, awarded by USA Track & Field and the U.S. 
Olympic Committee, which will take place in Los Angeles February 13, 2016. For more information, please 
visit www.lamarathon.com.  
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